Almost half of you got it right! Huawei is a child of the '80s, founded in 1987.

I think what we need to realize and take in here is that 5G is going to add a lot of capabilities, and I'm coming from a data scientist perspective. Data is a very important lifeline to enterprises.

See how far tech can take you during a weekend in Shenzhen.
Investing in innovation pays off - just check out what we have accomplished in Europe in the past few years.

https://tinyurl.com/y3ta4oSa making it the 5th largest R&D investor in the world.

We owe so much to connectivity. #NationalTechnologyDay

more than 2 million developers registered with HMS.

Starting off strong this year and raring to go.
Eyes on Display reacts to your attention with playful, customizable animations. #Mate40Series
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Data is a lifeline for business. Hear Dr. Craig Brown explained more during this webinar. [https://tinyurl.com/y7za3pvz](https://tinyurl.com/y7za3pvz)

I think what we need to realize and take in here is that 5G is going to add a lot of capabilities, and I'm coming from a data scientist perspective. Data is a very important lifeline to enterprises,

- Craig Brown, Ph.D, Big Data Thought Leader

HUAWEI updated their cover photo.
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